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DESCRIPTION

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Resources

GTO Website

An ever growing and evolving hub of resources surrounding Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) with in the live concert
touring industry

Anti-Racist Reading List

Google Doc

Comprehensive (but not exhaustive), list of books and reading resources on anti-racism

Accessible Employment Guide

PDF

Useful guide with helpful tips and suggestions of ways to make your workplace more accessible for Deaf and or Disabled
people.

Beyond the Music Initiative

Website

Attitude is Everything three-year programme that aims to boost employment opportunities for Deaf and disabled people in the
commercial music sector.

Venue Accessibility Guide

Website

Attitude is Everything DIY Accessibility guide with helpful DIY suggestions of how to make venues more accessible

Access Starts Online

Website

Attitude is Everything provide a helpful explanation and template examples of how to best communciate access information for
venues and festivals to attendees

Diversity on Tour

Website

Website with links to articles and suggestions of how to encoruage and celebrate diversity and inclusion on tour (including tips
for allies).

Ability Today

Website

Website highlighting news, vloggers, resources, information and more by and for the disabled community

ILGA-Europe

Website

ILGA-Europe are a driving force for political, legal and social change in Europe and Central Asia. Their vision is of a world
where dignity, freedoms and full enjoyment of human rights are protected and ensured to everyone regardless of their actual
or perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics

Trans Creative Collective

Instagram

A collective creating safe, engaging & useful environments for trans* creators & allies in the arts, music & film industries

GUEST SPEAKERS:

READ

Chavs: The Demonization of the
Book
Working Class

Written by Owen Jones, the book discusses stereotypes of sections of the British working class (and the working class as a
whole) and use of the pejorative term chav.

Info RE: Gender Expression,
Websites
Pronouns + Non-Binary Allyship

LGBT Hero

Stonewall

WATCH
NAME

PLATFORM

DESCRIPTION

What is Privilege?

YouTube - FROM
WORKSHOP

Short video explaining privilege and exercise to help viewers understand its ramifications

Intersectionality

YouTube - FROM
WORKSHOP

Video detailing the term which invites a wider-lensed approach to considering the experiences of marginalised individuals

Why It's Important to Check
Your Privilege at the Door

YouTube

TEDx talk by Kendall Rankin detailing her own journey of self discovery through understanding privilege and more

How Micro-agressions are Like
Mosquito Bites

YouTube

Short video presenting the idea that micro-aggressions are like mosquito bites and how their build up is detremental to the
individual

Dark Matter: A History of the
Afro-future

BBC iPlayer (UK)

An exploration – from Jean-Michel Basquiat to Grace Jones – of how black artists use the sci-fi genre to examine black history
and imagine new, alternative futures.

Equality at Work

YouTube

Video highlighting the inequity of the LGBT+ expeirence in the workplace

Can We say Bye-Bye to the
Binary?

Netflix

Episode from Jonathan Van Ness' series, Getting Curious, which features members of the the non-binary community in
discussion regarding their identities and more (Full episode avail. on Netflix)

POSE

Various

Three-part series documenting the lives and times of the New York Ballroom scene through the eyes of the BIPOC, Latinex
LGBTQ+ community

Colonialism

YouTube

Video explaining colonialism and its affects on countries which were colonised

How Assisted-based
Technology Can Be an Enabler
in Society

YouTube

TEDx talk from prolific disability advocate, Julie McElroy discussing the importance of assisted-based technology and how it
open the world for many
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If You Don't Know, Now You
Know

Spotify/BBC iPlayer
(UK)

Podcast from BBC Rx1 presently weekly topics affecting Black youth

History is Gay

Spotify/Apple
Podcasts

Muti-episode podcast which focusses on uncovering the stories of the untold LGBTQ+ figures who have been erased or
censored from mainstream history

Decolonising the Archive Radio
+ Podcasts

Website

Collective of campaigners who have come together to look at ways to reclaim the lands and cultures which were erased by
colonialism. Also hold live events regularly online and in London.

The Log Books

Spotify/Apple
Podcasts

Untold stories from LGBTQ+ Britain. The Logbooks is an oral history of LGTBQ+ Switchboard - the country's first LGBTQ+
Helpline

Disarming Disability

Podcast/Website

The podcast's mission is to powerfully deconstruct disability through candid conversations with experts exploring topics related
to disability.
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